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DESIGN

Clockwise from
top left: Removing

an interior wall lets
LIGHT FLOW from

front windows to the
backyard; a MASTER
BEDROOM with very

few doors; the sleek

Cool ranch

GALLEY KITCHEN .

To rethink a 1952 San Roque ranch home for his family of four, Clint Unander of
LEONARD UNANDER ASSOCIATES focused on keeping things as simple as possible.
Working with ANACAPA (formerly known as Dan Weber Architecture), Unander first
took out an intrusive wall that split the house in half, blocking light and flow. Now,
rather than walking through a bedroom, laundry room, pantry, and tiny door to gain
access to the backyard, it’s a straight shot through the original front door. Keeping
clutter to a minimum, the team went with “simple-form Scandinavian” style for the
interiors, using sleek lines and capping color at three hues: natural wood floors, white
walls, and custom dark gray paint for the lacquer cabinets and window trim. Minimal
square footage was added, many doors were removed, and clever storage systems bear
little to no hardware—from a hidden coffee bar to wall-to-wall closet, which he says
is much more efficient and cost-effective than a walk-in. Unander calls it a “modest
remodel,” but anyone who saw the previously salmon-colored rancher’s first life
would agree this modern family home now embodies California cool. 1328 De la Vina
St., Ste. A, Santa Barbara, 805-682-5685. J . B . K .
UNANDERCONS TRUCTION . C O M
ANACAPAARCHITECTURE . C O M
Enjoying a new open floor
plan, CLINT UNANDER
walks through what used
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to be a bedroom.

